
LIVESTREAMING AND PUBLISHING AUTHORISATION 
 
LIVESTREAMING OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL/ ACTIVITY: "International Liver Congress™ 2021, 
taking place online from 23-26 June 2021. 
FOR: The European Association for the Study of the Liver (hereinafter, referred to as: "EASL") 
 
Thank you for agreeing to give the guest presentation (“Educational Material”) for the EASL Activity 
mentioned above. EASL will livestream and permit third parties to record the Educational Material on its 
behalf. The live streaming will generally only last for the duration of the presentation, unless you have 
also agreed to be interviewed as part of the process in which case the interviews will form part of the 
streaming and recordings. EASL would also like to be able to use the recordings made or any part of 
them or the Purpose as defined below. Pre-recorded presentations will be played during the live session 
and are considered as similar to a live presentation.  
 
In this Agreement “Purpose” means for any purpose, including but not limited to educational use, and 
marketing but shall exclude the sale, broadcast or other communication of the presentation by EASL to 
third parties in return for a fee or subscription paid directly to EASL and solely in respect of the 
Educational Material. 
1. I, the Contributor, agree to submit an Educational Material to be publicly published, reproduced, 

transmitted and distributed by EASL and/or its Designee. This Educational Material may include, 
charts, slides, drawings, photographs, texts, illustrations, summaries, outlines, videos of myself, 
video files, voiceovers and other materials (all of which shall be referred to as the "Educational 
Material"). 

 
2. I grant EASL and third parties authorised by EASL the right to: 

a. take photographs or make recordings of myself; and 
b. use those photographs or recordings, including my image, likeness and voice; 
c. livestream, publish, broadcast, show, distribute or otherwise communicate those photographs 

and recordings; and 
d. make multiple copies of, adapt, extract or edit the photographs, recordings & publications 

made under Clause 2.a to 2.c; 
 

in each of the cases above, for the Purpose, making use of different forms of technology without 
any restrictions and without the need for my further consent, including creating a podcast or 
webcast for distribution on any web platform, in any media and on-site computer displays. 

 
3. I represent and warrant that the Educational Material is original, that I have the right to perform and 

publish the Educational Material on any electronic media and the rights to permit its use, 
reproduction, modification, transmission and display by EASL or its Designee, pursuant to the terms 
of this Livestreaming and Publishing Authorisation. 

 
4. EASL acknowledges that I will retain the copyright ownership in copyright works of which I am an 

author, and which are presented by myself as part of the Presentation and/or otherwise included 
by myself in the Educational Material. However, I hereby grant EASL and third parties authorised 
by EASL a non-exclusive worldwide perpetual licence with regards to the Educational Material to 
publish electronically, copy, issue copies to the public, perform show or play it in public, 
communicate it to the public and to adapt or do any of the above in relation to an adaptation but 
only as comprised in or as part of the Production and for the Purpose. The right to publish 
electronically, as granted by this Livestreaming and Publishing Authorisation, means and includes, 
notably, the right to record and reproduce the Educational Material on any electronic medium; to 
display or to broadcast it in an electronic format; to adapt the Educational Material in order to fit 
users' equipment and meet any other technical requirements. I also warrant that the Educational 
Material does not include copyright works of any third parties (including but not limited to my 
employer or other colleagues) and represent that I have the authority to grant the licence set out in 
this Clause 4. 

 
5. EASL will use its reasonable endeavours to ensure that I am named as the presenter of the 

Educational Material and may choose any form of credit to achieve this objective.   
 



6. I acknowledge and agree that EASL has no obligation to publish, or to continue to display the 
Educational Material or any portion thereof.  

 
7. I, being an author of the Educational Material, hereby waive all moral rights (to the extent permitted 

by law) with respect to the electronic publication of the Educational Material. 
 
8. EASL will terminate this Livestreaming and Publishing Authorisation within 30 days of written 

request and in the event I become aware of any content related problems (copyright clearance 
issues; mistakes in the accuracy of information, accidental disclosure of protected information, etc.) 
I shall immediately notify EASL. EASL will take down the identified material upon proper notification 
and, more specifically: 
a. the notice must include the identification of the allegedly infringing material, together with 

information reasonably sufficient to permit EASL to locate such material 
b. the notice must be immediately transmitted in writing by email to: info@easloffice.eu or by mail 

to EASL (the Home of Hepatology, 7 rue Daubin, 1203 Geneva, Switzerland). 
 
9. I consent to the use of my personal data being processed for the purposes of the Production and 

subsequent publishing. EASL commits to process my data in accordance with the GDPR.       
 
10. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between both parties. Any variations to this 

Agreement must be in writing and signed by both parties. The laws of the city of Geneva, 
Switzerland, shall govern any disputes, remedies, breaches or claims related to this Livestreaming 
and Publishing Authorisation. All matters arising from this Livestreaming and Publishing 
Authorisation shall be heard by a court in the city of Geneva, Switzerland, to the exclusion of the 
courts of any other country. 

 
I authorise EASL to livestream the Educational Material  

 
I authorise EASL to publish the webcast of the Educational Material following the presentation 

 
I agree to share a non-editable pdf/ppt version of the Education Material to download 

 
For facilitation of future discussions on the Educational Material, I accept to receive a notification by 
email when a question is posted in the discussion forum related to my Educational Material 

 
I request that the materials indicated below (or that I will provide at a later stage) be hidden from view 
when the Educational Material is published. Note that the material will be displayed during the livestream 

 
 
Content to be hidden from the publishing of the Educational Material/Activity 
 

 Section/Slide/Ref Number Section/Slide/Ref Title Comment 

#1    

#2    

#3    

#4    

#5    

 

Please declare all potential or actual conflicts of interest, whether due to a financial or other relationship. 
Declarations must include whether any fee, honorarium or arrangement for re-imbursement of expenses 
in relation to the Educational Material has been provided. 
 



I have no potential conflict of interest to report
 

I have the following potential conflict(s) of interest to report
 

• Grants:  

• Consultant:  

• Sponsored lectures (National or International):  

• Stockholder:  

• Employee:  

• Other COI (please specify):  

Will you refer to unlabelled/unapproved products? If yes, please enter the name of the product and its 

manufacturer: 

  

 
 

I have signed this Livestreaming and Publishing Authorisation in Location on   

Click or tap to enter a date. 
 
Signature: __________________________________ 
 

Name: Name 

 


